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Abstract

This paper presents a sensitivity analysis for the problem of scheduling trees with commu-

nication delays on two identical processors, to minimize the makespan. Tasks are supposed to

have unit execution time (UETUET), and the values associated to communication delays are

supposed unknown before the execution.

The paper compares the optimal makespans with and without communication delays. The

results are used to obtain sensitivity bounds for algorithms providing optimal schedules for

graphs with unit execution and communication times (UECTUECT). The notion of processor-ordered

schedules, for two-processor systems, is introduced. It describes schedules in which all commu-

nications are oriented from one processor to the other. It is shown that these schedules are

dominant for unit delays, for zero delays, but not for delays of less than or equal to one.

We establish that algorithms building optimal processor-ordered schedules for UECTUECT graphs

admit an absolute sensitivity bound equal to the difference between the maximum and the min-

imum actual communication delays: x� x�
6�cc� c. This bound is tight.
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1. Introduction

Last years have seen a growing number of teams involved in the conception, the

deployment and the use of infrastructures and applications distributed over a wide

geographical area [26,25]. Peer-to-peer computing [24,27] as well as programs run-
ning on grids [28] are some examples of such applications. They are made of many

tasks processed on computing devices located on various, possibly very distant,

places. The underlying interconnection network linking together all computing ele-

ments is partially common with the internet. As a consequence, codes running on

such environments may be subject to unexpected slowdowns occurring somewhere

on the network. Then, it is not surprising that most peer-to-peer applications are

merely based on the common master/slaves algorithmic scheme, while resources

managers of grids give greater importance to high-throughput rather than to appli-
cation performances. In order to avoid poor performances, the tasks of the applica-

tion have to be distributed among the computing elements in order to obtain a good

trade-off between load balanding and minimization of the communication overhead.

Within previously described environments, both execution times of tasks and com-

munication delays may vary. In addition, the application itself may be subject to

structural variations depending on the input data, then, it is unlikely that a pure sta-

tic scheduling strategy could lead to good performances. However, in our work a

careful analysis of the schedule structure shows the importance of the distribution
of tasks for minimizing the impact of communication variations.

In this paper, we focus our study on the degradation of schedules when commu-

nication durations estimated a priori differ from actual ones. The application model

is a tree-structured task graph with unit-estimated communication delays and unit

execution time (UECTUECT task graphs). The overlapping of communications by compu-

tations is allowed and communications between tasks executed on the same proces-

sor are neglected (known as the locality assumption). This set of hypotheses

corresponds to the standard delay model (SDM) [3,6].
Using this environment execution model, in [8], the authors proved that schedul-

ing complete binary trees on an unlimited number of processors with arbitrary com-

munication delays is an NP-Hard problem. The problem remains NP-Hard for

binary trees when communications depend on the size of the tree. When the commu-

nication delays are equal to a constant value c, the problem can be solved polynomi-

ally for complete k-ary trees. For arbitrary trees, keeping the same assumptions, the

NP-Hardness of the problem is proved in [9]. The same complexity result holds for

UECTUECT trees on an arbitrary number of processors organised as a full-connected graph
[9,10,12]. When the number of processors, say m, is fixed, the problem may be solved

using a dynamic programming approach (complexity Oðn2ðm�1ÞÞ) [20]. Finally, this
problem becomes polynomial when the number of processors is 2 [9,11–13] or is

not limited [4]. The main results are summed up in the following table using the no-

tation described in [5]. A survey on scheduling problems with communication delays

can be found in [14].
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While many works have been devoted to the study of scheduling precedence tasks

graphs with communication delays, very few is known about the sensitivity analysis

of these problems. Without communication delays, in [2] Graham studied the impact

of changes for both numerical and structural parameters on the behaviour of list

scheduling algorithms. When changes on processing times of the tasks are consid-

ered, Wagelmans showed that the sensitivity of a list scheduling rule increases with

the quality of the schedule produced [7,15], and for the case of independent tasks

Penz et al. showed that the sensitivity can be limited to the square root of the mag-
nitude of the perturbation [16]. When communication delays are taken into account

and for an unlimited number of processors, Gerasoulis and Yang [18] have proposed

a relative sensitivity bound based on the notion of granularity. In [21] we proposed a

stabilization scheme for m machines and arbitrary task graphs.

This paper is a study of the sensitivity analysis of statically computed schedules

for the problem (P2 j tree, pi ¼ 1, c ¼ 1 j Cmax) when the actual communication delays

differ from the estimated ones. To this end, new results are presented for the make-

span values with and without communications. We also introduce the notion of
processor-ordered schedules, a structural property of the communications between

processors, and we show their robustness when communication delays change.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the model is precisely defined.

Section 3 compares the two classical problems with and without communications.

Within Section 4 tight relative and absolute bounds are presented for the two-

machine problem. The sensitivity analysis of several algorithms providing optimal

schedules in the UECTUECT case is presented in Section 5. We show that the cluster-based

scheduling algorithm presented in [22] is by far the most robust. Some future trends
for research are proposed in the conclusion.

a j b j c notation Result Reference

P1 j complete binary tree, pi ¼ 1, cij j Cmax NP-Hard [8]

P1 j tree (n vertices), pi ¼ 1, c ¼ f ðnÞ j Cmax NP-Hard [8]

P1 j complete k-ary tree, pi ¼ 1, c j Cmax Polynomial [8]

P1 j tree, pi ¼ 1, c j Cmax NP-Hard [9]

P j tree, pi ¼ 1, c ¼ 1 j Cmax NP-Hard [9,10,12,19]

Pm j tree, pi ¼ 1, c ¼ 1 j Cmax Oðn2ðm�1ÞÞ [20]
P2 j tree, pi ¼ 1, c ¼ 1 j Cmax Polynomial [9,11,13,22]

P1 j tree, pi ¼ 1, c ¼ 1 j Cmax Polynomial [4]
2. Problem formulation

The model considered was first described by Rayward-Smith in [3] and extended in

1988 by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [6]. It states that at any time, a processor can
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only process one task and each task can be processed by only one processor. It con-

siders the scheduling of a partially ordered set of n UETUET tasks T1; . . . ; Tn on a set of

identical processors. The precedence relation is denoted by �. Given two tasks Ti
and Tj such that Ti � Tj, if they are executed on different processors, a delay occurs

between the end of Ti and the beginning of Tj due to the transfer of data between
both processors. If they are executed on the same processor, the transfer delay is ne-

glected. This is known as the locality assumption. The set of precedence relations

forms the task graph. Throughout the paper we only consider tree-structured task

graphs. This communication will be denoted fcijcij for the estimated value, and cij for
the actual one.

• �cc denotes the maximum actual communication delay,

• c denotes the minimum actual communication delay.

Another important assumption states that communications can be overlapped by

computations, thus, a processor can simultaneously communicate (send and/or re-

ceive some data) and perform computations. Task preemption is not allowed. Unlike

the model presented in [6], task duplication is not allowed in this work. The goal is

to minimize the date of the end of the execution: the makespan.

On each processor a schedule is composed of three parts:

• a set of tasks corresponding to an assignment,

• a sequencing (or ordering) of these tasks on the processor,

• a set of dates (beginning time bi for each task Ti, or bA for a task denoted A).

When bi is an integer for each task Ti, the schedule is called an integer sched-

ule.

A scheduling algorithm provides a complete schedule from a given task graph and

a given set of processors. An algorithm is static (or off-line) if the complete schedule
(assignment, sequencing and dates) is determined before the execution. The sensitiv-

ity analysis described in this paper consists in studying the modification of dates

when actual communication delays are taken into account.

The resulting schedule has the following properties:

• the assignment is not modified.

• the sequencing on each processor is not modified.

• the new dates are obtained by executing each task as early as possible.

For a given algorithm, let ~xx be the makespan of the schedule (eSS) computed with

estimated communication delays (~cc), and x the makespan of the schedule (S) ob-
tained from eSS when actual delays are reported in eSS . The optimal makespan is de-

noted by x� for actual communication delays.

Definition 1. The relative sensitivity bound of an algorithm is the maximum ratio

x=x� over all task graphs.
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Definition 2. The absolute sensitivity bound, if any, of an algorithm is the maximum

difference x� x� over all task graphs.

If we denote by V the set of tasks, by E the set of communications and by P the set

of processors, then, p : V ! P denotes the function that allocates a processor to each

task.

Definition 3. A communication is called effective between two tasks Ti and Tj iff

Ti � Tj or Tj � Ti and pðTiÞ 6¼ pðTjÞ.

Definition 4. A processor-ordered assignment is an assignment such that all effective

communications occur from one processor, denoted Ps (sender), to the second pro-

cessor, denoted Pr (receiver). A processor-ordered schedule is a schedule whose

assignment is processor-ordered.
As an immediate consequence, in a processor-ordered assignment any path of the

task graph contains at most one effective communication. In the following POPO-sched-

ules stands for processor-ordered schedules.
3. Distance between optimal makespans with and without communication

We claim that POPO-schedules are dominant for trees without communication de-
lays.

We consider schedules built by Hu’s algorithm which are optimal for UETUET trees.

On two-processors (Pr and Ps), Hu’s algorithm [1] (or Highest Level First algorithm)

builds schedules such that one processor is never idle (say Pr), and the other is never

idle until some time slot h, and continuously idle thereafter. Throughout the paper

such a schedule is said to be without internal idleness.

Theorem 1. For any instance of P2 j tree, uet j Cmax, there always exists a POPO-schedule
that is optimal.

Proof. By a sequence of exchanges, an optimal schedule without internal idleness is

transformed into a POPO-schedule of the same makespan. According to Fig. 1, tasks

beginning after time h form a chain and are executed on Pr. Gh denotes the task graph

obtained from tasks executed before h. Gh is a forest of at least two intrees. Let A be

the set of tasks of the smallest intree whose root is executed at h� 1 (there are exactly

two such trees). Below, the schedule is transformed so that all tasks belonging to A
are executed on Ps.

A hole slot is a time slot containing no task in A. A double slot is a time slot during

which two tasks from A are executed. A being the smallest intree, jAj6 h and there are

at least as many holes as doubles. Within Fig. 1, capital letters identify tasks belong-

ing to A and Greek letters are associated to tasks that do not belong to A. Suppose t is
a hole, and t0 is its nearest double. Assume there is no other hole between t and t0, and
t0 > t (otherwise the reasoning is completely symmetrical). Let us consider X and Y ,
the two tasks executed at t0 (see Fig. 1a). If t0 ¼ t þ 1 exchange Y with any of the tasks
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executed at t (no precedence is violated as these tasks do not belong to A). Now, sup-

pose t0 > t þ 1. If the task Z executed at t0 � 1 precedes Y , then a and X are inter-

changed, otherwise a and Y are permuted. This entails the formation of a double at

time slot t0 � 1. Repeat the same operation until t0 ¼ t þ 1 and remove the obtained

double in the same way. The same process is repeated until no double remains.

Then, all holes are gathered in the first slots. Consider a hole at t, and no hole at

t � 1. At t � 1, X and a are executed and at time t, b and c are executed. Gh being an
inforest, a has at most one successor. Assume a and b are independent. The inter-

change of X and b moves the hole one slot earlier. By repeating this operation, a

schedule is obtained for which all tasks in A are executed on Ps between some time

h0 and h, without holes. Again, the set of tasks executed between 0 and h0 form an

inforest and the same process may be applied repeatedly until the schedule has the

following feature (see Fig. 1b): a set of whole intrees is executed sequentially on Ps.
It follows that there is no precedence from a task executed on Pr to a task executed

on Ps. �

The next theorem follows from Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. The difference between the optimal makespans for trees with and without
communication delays is bounded by �cc : x� � x�

0 6�cc.

Proof. Consider some POPO-schedule, which is optimal when communication delays are

zeroed. When communication delays are bounded by �cc, the schedule remains feasible
if all the tasks assigned to Pr are moved right by �cc. �

Finding examples for which the bound is tight is straightforward.
4. Sensitivity bounds for algorithms which are optimal in UECTUECT case

4.1. Bounds for small communication delays

Actual communication delays are supposed to be such that: cij 6 ~ccij ¼ 1. This case

is called SCTSCT, standing for small communication delays. As previously stated,
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c ¼ mini;j cij. In this section it is proved that 1� c is an absolute bound for any op-

timal schedule in the SCTSCT case. When an optimal POPO-schedule exists for actual com-

munication delays, verifying that 1� c is an absolute bound is simple.

Unfortunately, the example of Fig. 2 shows that PO-schedules are not dominant
for SCTSCT problems. Indeed:

1. To finish in less than 5 time units, a schedule must execute exactly four tasks on

Pr, including F and R.
2. If C, F , R are executed on Pr, the best schedule has a makespan of 4.5 (see Fig. 2a).

3. If D, F , R are executed on Pr, C or E on Pr leads to a makespan larger than 5. The

only possibility is not processor-ordered and is optimal (see Fig. 2b).

It follows that the complete proof of this seemingly simple result needs a number

of technical lemmas.

x�
0 and x�

1 denote the makespans of optimal schedules when communication de-

lays are respectively equal to 0 and 1. Without loss of generality the root is supposed

executed on Pr in all schedules.

In what follows all considered schedules are such that all tasks are executed as early

as possible while respecting precedence constraints and communication delays. For a

given schedule S, tðSÞ denotes the beginning of the first idle period, if any, and CðSÞ
denotes the task executed immediately after that idle period (as shown on Fig. 3).

Consider the following property, verified by some schedule S.

Property 1. Any task A such that bA < tðSÞ is a predecessor of CðSÞ.

Lemma 1. Consider the set of SCTSCT instances of the problem for which any optimal
schedule contains some idleness. Then any such schedule S� with tðS�Þ maximum verifies
Property 1.

Proof. Consider an optimal schedule S� containing some idleness and such that

tðS�Þ ¼ t maximum. Let us suppose, moreover, that Property 1 is not verified by S�,

then, there is at least one task A such that bA < t and A does not precede C ¼ CðS�Þ.
Suppose X is the latest such task. Note that this implies that X is independent of any

task executed between times s ¼ bX and t.
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If s ¼ t � 1, then X and C are executed on the same processor, otherwise the idle

period would not appear. Interchanging the tasks executed on Pr with the tasks ex-

ecuted on Ps, for the period ½0; t�, results in the achievement of an optimal schedule

without internal idleness, which constitutes a contradiction.
If s < t � 1, we will show that the partial schedule corresponding to the time in-

terval ½0; sþ 1� can be transformed into another schedule of the same length where X
is moved strictly forward.

There are three different ways to move X forward. Fig. 3a. illustrates the situation

before the moves.

1. s ¼ 0, or U and V are not both predecessors of Y . In that case X and Y can be per-

muted.
(a) If V precedes Y , nothing more is needed (see Fig. 3b).

(b) If U precedes Y , tasks executed on Pr are interchanged with the tasks executed

on Ps for the time period [0,s] (see Fig. 3b0).

2. sP 1 and, U and V both precede Y or a and b are not both predecessors of X 0 (see

Fig. 3a). In that case X 0 and Z are moved backward so that X is moved forward

by 1 time unit (sþ 1).

(a) If s ¼ 1, or if b does not precede X 0, the changes are obvious (see Fig. 3c).

(b) If b precedes X 0, an interchange of tasks between both processors is necessary
(see Fig. 3c0).

3. sP 2 and U and V precede Y , and a and b both precede X 0. The solution for mov-

ing X forward consists in gathering tasks U , V and Y on one processor, and a, b
and X 0 on the other one. According to the precedence relation between c and V ,
bU < bV if c � V (see Fig. 3d), or bV < bU otherwise (Fig. 3e).
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In all cases X is moved forward by one time unit. Note that the new schedule al-

ways respects the precedence relations. The process is iterated until X is moved for-

ward to time slot ½t � 1; t�. At the end of the process, if X � D, and if both X and C
are allocated to the same processor, the set of tasks belonging to the time interval

½0; t� are permuted on both processors, otherwise no extra move is needed. In both
cases, the idleness before C is removed, which leads to a contradiction, so, X also

precedes C. �

Lemma 2. Consider the set of SCTSCT instances of the problem, with c > 0, such that
x�

0 ¼ x�. Then any optimal schedule is without idleness on Pr.

Proof. Consider some optimal schedule S�, with idleness on Pr. Let Y be the task

executed immediately after the last idle period on Pr. As c > 0, Y waits for a non-zero
communication from Ps. If this communication delay is zeroed, Y is moved back-

ward, creating a new idleness. Let Y 0 follow Y . Y 0 is free to move backward or to wait

for a non-zero communication. In the second case this delay is again zeroed, so that

Y 0 is moved backward. The process is iterated until R, and a schedule with a

makespan strictly smaller than x�
0 is obtained. �

Remark on the proof. If we consider any feasible schedule for the SCTSCT problem,

zeroing all the communications does not necessarily lead to a schedule without in-
ternal idleness (see Fig. 4).

Lemma 3. Consider the set of SCTSCT instances of the problem such that x�
0 < x�. If there

exists some optimal schedule for which the amount of idleness on Pr is at least c, then
x� Px�
0 þ c
Proof. Consider S� an optimal schedule such that x� ¼ x�
0 þ q with q < �cc. The

presence of idleness on Pr entails that the number of tasks executed on it is less than

or equal to x�
0 þ q� 1 and is at most equal to x�

0 � 1. So, the amount of idleness

on Pr is at least equal to 1þ q.
If all the communications are removed from S�, the makespan of the resulting

schedule is equal to x�
0. As Pr executes at most x�

0 � 1 tasks, at least one idle slot re-

mains on it. Let ½u� 1; u� be that slot, and Y the task executed on Pr such that bY ¼ u.
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Y is not executed earlier because it has one predecessor, say X , executed on Ps during
½u� 1; u�. Thus, when adding communication delays, the makespan increases up to

x�
0 þ c which is strictly greater than x�

0 þ q and leads to a contradiction. h

Lemma 4. Consider the set of SCTSCT instances of the problem such that c > 0. If
x� < x�

0 þ c, then
P

P
r

s(a)

(b)
x�
0 ¼ x� ¼ x�

1

Proof. Consider an optimal schedule S� such that x� < x�
0 þ c.

If S� is without internal idleness, then all tasks are executed at integer times and

two communicating tasks executed on different processors are separated by at least

one time unit. If all communication delays are set to 1, the schedule remains un-

changed: x� ¼ x�
1. As no internal idleness appears within S�, x� > x�

0 implies

x� Px�
0 þ 1 which contradicts the hypothesis. Then, x�

0 ¼ x� ¼ x�
1.

We want to prove that S� cannot admit any internal idleness. For that purpose,
we introduce t ¼ tðS�Þ and C ¼ CðS�Þ as defined previously for Lemma 1.

Suppose t is the maximum for S� among all optimal schedules, then any task ex-

ecuted before t is a predecessor of C (Lemma 1). If C is executed on Pr, an idleness of

at least c appears on Pr. According to Lemma 2, x� > x�
0. Moreover, from Lemma 3,

x� Px�
0 þ c, which leads to a contradiction with the hypothesis.

Therefore, the first internal idleness period should be on Ps. We denote as A and B
the tasks beginning at t � 1 respectively on Ps and Pr. D corresponds to the task ex-

ecuted at t on Pr. By Lemma 1, A and B are predecessors of C and D has no prede-
cessor. Consider the first effective communication from Ps (task X ) to Pr (task Y )
occuring after t. Last, define E to be the first task executed on Ps independent of C,
if any. E has no predecessor on Ps. h

1. X is executed after E, or E ¼ X . In such a case, B is moved on Ps (bB ¼ t), and E
can be moved on Pr. If E has no predecessor it is executed after D. Otherwise it is

moved just after its predecessor. On Ps, tasks that were before E are moved for-

ward by 1� cBC time units. Tasks that were after E can be left unchanged.
Fig. 5a0 illustrates this set of moves. If X ¼ E the precedence constraint between
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X and Y is respected. So, the first idleness period on Ps is removed without increas-

ing the makespan which is in contradiction with the hypothesis on S�.

2. If X is executed just before E (or if E does not exist), then, C; . . . ;X ; Y form a

chain (see Fig. 5b). Consider D0 the task executed on Pr such that bD0 > bX and

bD0 < bY . Such a task always exists since the internal idleness on Pr is strictly lower
than �cc. Between D and D0, as no communication occurs from Ps to Pr, no idleness

appears on Pr, so, the number of tasks A;C; . . . ;X is less than or equal to the num-

ber of tasks D; . . . ;D0. Consider the new schedule obtained by permuting D; . . . ;D0

with A;C; . . . ;X (see Fig. 5b0). Each task of D; . . . ;D0 can be scheduled on Ps one
time unit earlier than it was scheduled on Pr while each task of A;C; . . . ;X is

scheduled on Pr later than it was scheduled on Ps without violating any precedence
constraint. The other tasks on both processors can be left unchanged. As a con-

sequence, the idle period on Ps beginning at t is removed, which contradicts the
hypothesis.

Finally, we have proved that, within the SCTSCT context, if x� < x�
0 þ c, then no

internal idleness could appear on either processor leading to the result that

x�
0 ¼ x� ¼ x�

1.

Theorem 3. Optimal schedules for UECTUECT intrees have an absolute sensitivity bound in
the SCTSCT case of at most 1� c:
x� x�
6 1� c
Proof. Let eSS be such a schedule, and x the makespan of the schedule obtained from
eSS with the real SCTSCT communication delays. According to the SCTSCT characteristic of

the communications, x6x�
1 and from Theorem 2: x6x�

1 6x�
0 þ 16x� þ 1. If

x� Px�
0 þ c, then, x6x�

0 þ 16x� þ 1� �cc, otherwise (x� < x�
0 þ c) from Lemma 4,

x�
0 ¼ x� ¼ x�

1. Finally, in both cases, the theorem holds. h

4.2. Bounds for large communication delays

In this section, we suppose (the LCTLCT case) that actual communication delays are

such that: cij P ~ccij ¼ 1. �cc still denotes the maximum value of actual communication

delays: �cc ¼ maxi;j cij.

Theorem 4. Optimal schedules for UECTUECT intrees have a relative sensitivity bound in
the LCTLCT case of at most �ccþ1

2
.

Proof. We consider eSS an optimal schedule considering unit communication delays:
exx ¼ x�

1. We divide this schedule into k slices of width 2 (depending on the parity of

the makespan, the last one can be of width 1 or 2), and, between any two consecutive

slices, we insert an idle period of width �cc� 1. The obtained schedule is feasible for

the set of actual communication delays. Indeed, consider X and Y such that (X ,Y ) is
an effective communication, which implies that X and Y do not belong to the same
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slice. Whatever the situation, before the insertion of idleness bY P bX þ 1, and after

the insertion bY P bX þ 1þ �cc� 1 ¼ bX þ �cc. Then, if we denote x the makespan of

the resulting schedule,

• ~xx ¼ 2k: then x ¼ 2k þ ðk � 1Þð�cc� 1Þ ¼ ð�ccþ 1Þk � �ccþ 1.
Furthermore x� P ~xx, so
x
x� 6

x
~xx
¼ ð�ccþ 1Þk � �ccþ 1

2k
6

�ccþ 1

2
ðas �ccP 1Þ
• ~xx ¼ 2k � 1: then x ¼ 2k � 1þ ðk � 1Þð�cc� 1Þ ¼ ð�ccþ 1Þk � �cc. So,
x
x� 6

x
~xx
¼ ð�ccþ 1Þk � �cc

2k � 1
6

�ccþ 1

2
ðas �ccP 1Þ �
Remark. The theorem is valid for arbitrary task graphs.

As soon as two processors are involved in the computation of an UECTUECT intree

which is not a chain and contains more than four tasks, at least one communication

has to be effective. The maximum value of the difference between the estimated com-

munication cost and the actual one may concern this communication. In such a case,
the difference between x� and x is at least c� 1 (as illustrated by Fig. 6).

Proposition 1. The absolute sensitivity bound of any scheduling algorithm providing
optimal schedules for UECTUECT-intrees on two identical processors is at least �cc� 1.
4.3. PO-algorithms

The previous proposition states that when actual communication delays are larger
or equal to 1, (the LCTLCT hypothesis), any scheduling algorithm has an absolute sensi-

tivity bound equal to �cc� 1. In the sequel, we show that for POPO-schedules this bound

is tight.

In the schedule S, with a makespan of x, that considers actual communication de-

lays, the tasks are executed as early as possible. This leads to the property below.

Property 2. Let eSS be some POPO-schedule in the UECTUECT case. Let S0 (whose makespan is
x0) be the schedule built from eSS by moving forward any task of Pr by exactly �cc� 1 time
units. Then S0 is feasible for the LCTLCT case, and x6x0 ¼ ~xxþ �cc� 1.

Lemma 5. Optimal POPO-schedules for UECTUECT intrees have an absolute sensitivity bound
in the LCTLCT case of at most �cc� 1: x� x�

6�cc� 1.

Proof. Let eSS be such a schedule. According to Property 2, x6 ~xxþ �cc� 1. Moreover,
~xx ¼ x�

1 and x�
1 6x�, hence, the lemma holds. h

Now we can state a general result on PO-schedules.
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Theorem 5. Consider some problem with �ccP 1P c. Optimal PO-schedules for UECTUECT

intrees have an absolute sensitivity bound of at most �cc� c.

Proof. Let eSS be some PO-schedule which is optimal in the UECTUECT case, and S
(makespan x) the resulting schedule when actual delays are reported in eSS . Let Ssct
(makespan xsct) and Slct (makespan xlct) be the schedules obtained from S when

respectively, the communication delays larger than one are set to one and the

communication delays smaller than one are set to one.

As eSS is processor-ordered Fig. 6:

• xlct 6x�
1 þ �cc� 1 (from Lemma 5), and,

• xsct 6x�
sct

þ 1� c (from Lemma 3).

Two cases may occur.

If x�
sct

Px�
0 þ c, then x�

0 ¼ x�
1 � 1, and we obtain:
x6xlct 6x�
1 þ �cc� 1 ¼ x�

0 þ �cc6x�
sct

� cþ �cc6x� þ �cc� c
Otherwise, according to Lemma 4, x�
sct

¼ x�
0 ¼ x�

1, and we obtain:
x6xlct 6x�
1 þ �cc� 1 ¼ x�

sct
þ �cc� 16x� þ c� 16x� þ �cc� c �
Remark. The bound �cc� c is tight. Indeed, 8�cc, c with �ccP 1P c, a task graph (tree)
exists such that x ¼ x� þ �cc� c (see Fig. 7).
Fig. 6. The absolute sensitivity bound is c� 1. A special case could be c ¼ �cc.
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2+c 2+cA B
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0 00 2
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Fig. 7. Tightness of the absolute bound.
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5. Sensitivity analysis of known algorithms

There are four optimal algorithms presented in the literature. We will first briefly

recall the first three that are not processor-ordered.

Lawler’s algorithm [11] builds a delay-free tree and then applies a level-by-
level strategy. Veldhorst [13] builds identical schedules with a different algorithm.

Picouleau [9] presents an algorithm in two phases. It first builds clusters of tasks,

then in the second phase (sequencing) these clusters can be broken.

None of these algorithms build PO-schedules. Furthermore, examples can be pro-

vided (see research report [23]) showing that their relative sensitivity bound for arbi-

trary communication delays reaches the value of �ccþ1
2
, which is the worst possible (see

Theorem 4).

In the following pages we study the sensitivity of one particular scheduling algo-
rithm, building optimal schedules for UECTUECT intrees: CBoS (standing for clustering
based on subtrees) [22]. This algorithm builds clusters of tasks with respect to a load

balancing indication. All the clusters are assigned to one processor. Hence, the

schedules built by CBoS are POPO-schedules. Moreover, CBoS produces optimal sched-

ules so, Theorem 1 can be extended to the case of UECTUECT intrees.

Theorem 6. For any instance of P2 j tree, UECTUECT j Cmax, there always exists a POPO-
schedule that is optimal.

Theorems on POPO-schedules imply that CBoS has a tight absolute sensitivity bound

of �cc� c for arbitrary communication delays.
6. Experiments

We have previously shown that CBoS is the most robust of the currently available
algorithms for scheduling trees with communication delays, in the sense that it

achieves the tightest bounds and is not dominated by any other algorithm. Numer-

ical tests were conducted to confirm these theoretical results. The first experiments

presented compare CBoS and Lawler’s algorithm. As will be shown, when actual

communication delays are unknown before the execution, CBoS achieves better

results than Lawler’s algorithm.
6.1. CBoS vs. Lawler’s algorithm

The experiment was conducted assuming a fixed number of tasks (n ¼ 20; 50; 100)
and a fixed maximum breadth for the tree (maximum number of tasks at the same

level, respectively 5, 8, 12). One thousand trees are randomly generated for each case.

Communication times are uniformly taken in four different intervals : ½1; 2�, ½1; 5�,
½1; 10�, ½0; 2�. For each instance the ratio R ¼ xCBoS

xLawler
is computed. Table 1 provides five

measures: the maximum, the minimum and the mean values of R, and the number of



Table 1

Comparison of Lawler’s algorithm and CBoS

Interval

of actual

delays

Number of

tasks

Maximum

value of R
Minimum

value of R
Mean value Percentage

of time

R > 1

Percentage

of time

R < 1

½1; 2� 20 1.07 0.84 0.98 16.1 61.6

50 1.03 0.87 0.97 4.3 86.6

100 1.02 0.91 0.98 1.7 92.4

½1; 5� 20 1.14 0.59 0.93 17.7 70.4

50 1.04 0.59 0.82 1.1 98.8

100 1.00 0.64 0.85 0.0 100.0

½1; 10� 20 1.19 0.39 0.89 17.0 73.7

50 1.06 0.41 0.68 1.2 98.3

100 0.95 0.46 0.64 0.0 100.0

½0; 2� 20 1.14 0.83 0.99 14.3 46.5

50 1.07 0.88 0.98 6.8 72.3

100 1.02 0.93 0.99 11.1 63.6
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times (in percentage) Lawler’s algorithm was strictly better (R > 1) and the number
of times CBoS was strictly better (R < 1).

As expected, the performance ratio can be very poor for Lawler, with a minimum

value of 0.39. Its mean value also is significant, especially when �ccP 5. When �cc ¼ 5 or

10 and m ¼ 100, CBoS is always strictly better. Note also that admitting small com-

munication times (c 2 ½0; 2�) does not change the results (compare with c 2 ½1; 2�) al-
though in that case Lawler’s algorithm should theoretically be better. The strict SCTSCT

case is not presented: indeed, both algorithms result in the same makespan in more

than 99.8% of the instances whatever the number of tasks!
6.2. Behaviour of CBoS sequencing

The theoretic results of the previous sections and the numerical tests above justify

the use of CBoS at least to compute the task assignment off-line. It was mentionned

earlier that in most cases it is unadvisable (or impossible) to change the assignment at

execution time. Now at execution time we can choose to keep CBoS sequencing, or

try to adjust the sequencing to the actual communication times. We present here re-
sults on the average and maximum losses of performance induced by CBoS sequenc-

ing, when compared with the optimal one.

A basic Branch and Bound algorithm was used to compute the optimal sequenc-

ing. The problem is NP-Hard for POPO assignments. Indeed, it simply reduces to the

two machines flow shop with transportation costs, which is strongly NP-Hard

[17]. Branching is done by ordering the roots of the subtrees assigned to Ps. The
computation of the lower bound is then equivalent to solve an easy one machine

problem.



Table 2

Experimental behaviour of CBoS with respect to optimality

Interval of actual

delays

Mean loss of

performances

Maximum loss

(measured)

Maximum loss

(theory)

Number of

optima

½1; 2� 0.59 6.02 6.25 58

½1; 5� 4.82 19.28 25 22

½1; 10� 12.90 43.12 56.25 7

All measures are in percentage.
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The experiment was conducted assuming a number of tasks fixed at 30 and a

maximum breadth of 6. One hundred trees were randomly generated. Large actual

communication times were assumed. These times were uniformly taken in three dif-

ferent intervals : ½1; 2�, ½1; 5�, ½1; 10�. The average and largest losses of performance

are given in Table 2 (in percentage), with the number of times CBoS found the op-

timal makespan. The B&B algorithm occasionally failed to exhibit the optimal se-

quencing (respectively 5, 3 and 0 times) because the number of nodes of the

search tree became too large when the number of effective communications was
close to 10. This sometimes happenned with CBoS sequencing even with 30 tasks,

and became more frequent when n increases. These cases were removed from the

table.

Let us first consider the case of very large actual communication times (up to 5 or

10 times the estimation). It is no surprise that CBoS can behave badly, as it forces Pr
to wait for some communications. However, these results must be considered to-

gether with the absolute bound presented in previous section: remember that the ab-

solute makespan difference will never exceed �cc� 1, between the CBoS schedule and
an optimum schedule. However, this bound is reached also when the CBoS assignment
is fixed. Indeed, consider the case of two identical subtrees A and B of size �cc� 1, im-

mediately preceding the root, and both executed on Ps. CBoS sequences them indif-

ferently. But actual delays might be of 1 and �cc for the two effective communications,

and the makespan difference may then reach the above bound.

From this bound we derive a maximum loss of performance (in percentage) of c�1
x� .

For trees with 30 tasks, the optimal makespan is at least 16, so this maximum per-

centage is equal to 56.25% for �cc ¼ 10, and to 25% for �cc ¼ 5. These upper values of
percentages were not reached for the set of 100 generated trees, and the mean behav-

iour is far from these values.

When the largest actual communication delay do not exceed 2, the mean loss of

performance is not significant, even if the maximum value of the loss can sometimes

be close to the theoretical bound (6.25% in that case). Very often CBoS remains

optimal.

It is clear that if large deviations in the communication delays are assumed, a fully

on-line sequencing will be preferred. But if it is not possible in practice, or if the com-
munication delays are expected to remain reasonably small, or if the number of tasks

is very large in comparison with the maximum actual value of the communication

delay, then CBoS sequencing provides good average performances.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have characterized the sensitivity of algorithms for scheduling

trees with communication delays on two processors. The study focuses on changes

concerning communication delays. We have shown that the best absolute sensitivity
bound is �cc� c and that the worst relative sensitivity bound is equal to �ccþ1

2
. We have

also proved that no algorithm can present better robustness than CBoS since it ver-

ifies the absolute bound. This is due to the fact that CBoS is processor-ordered. By

contrast the three other known algorithms reach the worst relative bound. It is

shown in the paper that algorithms producing processor-ordered schedules are dom-

inant when all communication delays are equal to 0, or equal to 1. Unfortunately,

they are not dominant in the SCTSCT case.

In [7] a sensitivity analysis of list-scheduling algorithms was presented. When
changes in processing times are considered, the author shows that the sensitivity

of a schedule increases with its quality. Fortunately, our work shows that when

changes in communication delays are considered, some algorithms can provide

optimal schedules for estimated values while being the most robust.

Further directions of research will focus on the sensitivity analysis where commu-

nication delays and/or execution times may vary, and when the number of available

processors is equal to m. The goal is to identify cases for which optimality and

robustness are compatible.
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